
Lance  0:01   
Hello. 
 
Grace Donahue  0:03   
Hi. So I'm good. How are you? 
 
Lance  0:10   
Okay, good, huh? 
 
Grace Donahue  0:14   
You're good. I think I just have you done that. Have you interviewed anyone 
yet to word you? So you have to ask me stuff too. Yeah. Okay, cool. You want 
to go? You want me to ask you them first and then you can go. Okay. Um, she 
sent them back to us when she messaged us on canvas. There's like a link to 
them. Just so you know, so you have them. Be cool if I start now. 
 
Okay, cool. Um, can you say your name? 
 
Lance  0:50   
Lance, 
 
Grace Donahue  0:52   
uh, and then your age? 
 
Where are you from? 
 
Lance  0:59   
I'm from Houston, Texas. 
 
Grace Donahue  1:02   
Where are you currently? And 
 
what are your preferred pronouns? 
 
What's your ethnic, racial or cultural background?  
 
Lance  1:16   
African America. 
 
Grace Donahue  1:18   
Okay. And do you consent to having this interview submitted?  
 
Lance  1:22   
Yes 
 
Grace Donahue  1:24   
Okay, so there's like six questions I ask. Okay. Um, describe your 
relationship to food before COVID-19  
 
Lance  1:44   
Normal, I guess. Not sure what you mean by the relationship? 
 
Grace Donahue  1:50   
I think just like your food habits were like what you ate and stuff? If you 
ate regularly?  
 
Lance  1:59   



I ate breakfast and dinner? Like to snacks in between? Lunch and dinner? 
 
Grace Donahue  2:18   
Good. What's one way that covid 19 has personally impacted you.  
 
Lance  2:33   
My guess? Is it by food-wse? or just in general? 
 
Grace Donahue  2:41   
I think this one's just in general. 
 
Lance  2:46   
All I guess not being able to see my family like or not be able to see my 
family on a regular dude like the season being canceled and restarted that 
kind of stuff. I guess that's pretty much it. 
 
Grace Donahue  3:02   
Okay, um, so with restaurants and bars closing a large a large portion of the 
social aspect of eating vanish due to COVID has this change affected you? And 
when was the last time you visited a restaurant? 
 
Lance  3:20   
Yes, it has affected the way I eat. I guess I just I try to eat more 
healthier houses, I'm happy. I'm happy to buy more groceries, not to go out 
and eat inside restaurants. And the last one is restaurant, especially bars 
and stuff. 
 
Grace Donahue  3:52   
Since social spaces spaces that revolve around food and more restricted what 
due dates and social gatherings look like for you now? 
 
Lance  4:01   
My social gatherings are mainly for practice. And every now and then I might 
go to like a bar or something and like is just like us. specific group of 
three to five are at a table and we can't like branch out and be with other 
people. 
 
Grace Donahue  4:27   
Um, how is COVID affected your family dynamic with food? Did you guys eat 
dinner a lot more when you record if you work warranty with them? And do you 
cook with them often? 
 
Lance  4:44   
The same way they were more trying to eat more healthier, because they 
couldn't go out and eat as much. I was pointing with them so I can tell you 
for sure. But I would say and then while I'm awake  
 
Grace Donahue  5:05   
And then whatever I'll pick one. Do you think you spend more money or less 
money on food?  
 
Lance  5:16   
Definitely less money. 
 
Grace Donahue  5:20   
Okay, cool. Well, that's it for me if you want to ask me the questions now. 
Whenever 



 


